Finally, field wrapping a pipe is easy.

Flashing any size conduit or pipe using a typical field wrap detail is labor intensive when compared to just dropping a boot over a pipe penetration. It also takes a special talent to properly pattern the base and collar and effectively tie the two together, ensuring the finished detail is watertight and meets the aesthetic expectations of the customer.

Seaman Corporation’s injection molded FiberTite® WRAPID Flash™ pipe flashing makes wrapping any cylindrical penetration simple and consistent. This revolutionary boot reduces labor dramatically, enhances seal quality and improves the appearance of the roof.

**Better Protection:** Single piece, injected molding eliminates faulty field fabricated seams.

**Fast & Easy:** Installation requires just five steps and takes the average roofer 4 to 5 minutes to complete saving time and money.

**No More Guessing:** Designed with integrated measurements and cut guidelines for quick and accurate trimming.

**Looks Great:** WRAPID Flash is 70 mil thick providing a durable structure that eliminates sagging. The unique shape produces less flaring, funneling and curling making seams flatter and better looking.

**Versatile Design:** WRAPID Flash fits conduit and pipes from ¾-inch to 3-inch.